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Mr. Burfeindt
I’m proud to say that this is my twelfth year as a 
teacher at Matawan Regional High School.  It’s 
been extremely rewarding to share my 
knowledge and experiences with my students, in 
a field that I love.  I have a wealth of professional 
experience under my belt.  

I worked in the film industry for eight years, 
starting out as a production assistant and 
working my way to becoming a camera assistant 
for many on-set camera crews.  I also have over 
tens years of experience as a freelance camera 
operator for the NFL and camera operator/IP 
Director for the US Open tennis tournament.



Mr. Burfeindt
It’s truly a medium that provides numerous and 
unique opportunities for the students to be 
creative and express themselves.  The classes I 
teach provide a solid foundation for further 
studies in college, and can also prepare students 
for careers in the digital media, film and 
television broadcasting fields. 

[insert photo here]

My interests include sports (I played football, 
basketball & baseball in high school, played 
baseball in college and still play on Sunday 
mornings!), movies (for obvious reasons), music 
(especially attending concerts), and any activity 
that involves my family!



Contact Information 

Email: cburfeindt@marsd.org

Contact me anytime through email or a private message in Google Classroom. I’ll 
make sure to get back to you ASAP.  Also, I’m currently holding office hours from 
12:30pm - 2:00pm on Wednesdays. Please feel free to email or call me during this 
time.

I’ll be posting announcements on Google Classroom. Please turn on notifications 
for your phone and check GC regularly for information about projects and 
assignments, and general info related to the class. 

**Google Classroom code: hyar2bu



Course Overview & Objectives 
In this full-year, double-period course, students will dedicate a majority of their time and 
creativity into producing our MRHS morning show, The Scoop. 

They will become familiar with the differences between single-camera productions and how  
studio production work is produced.  

A studio broadcast environment will be simulated, so the students discover the various 
moving parts and roles that are vital to a shows success. The importance of teamwork, 
communication, planning and execution will be evident to the success of the entire crew.  

These students will also collaborate with other classes, clubs, and school and community 
organizations to record and produce content highlighting MRHS and district-wide events. 

*Students will be required to assist and record a certain number of school events throughout 
the year. 
  



Course Overview & Objectives 
By the end of this class, you will be able to:

Demonstrate   strong   research, writing,   reporting   and   storytelling   skills   that 
are   appropriate   to   professional   expectations in   broadcast   journalism.

Demonstrate   the   ability   to   work in   a   professional,   collaborative   environment 
appropriate   to   broadcast   news   or documentary   filmmaking,   either   on   location   or 
in   the   studio. 

Students   will   learn   studio   production techniques,   including   camera   operation, 
lighting,   scripting,   media   aesthetics,   and logistics.

Develop   their   creative   and   technical   skills through   a   combination   of   production 
exercises,   projects,   readings,   and   critiques.    



Course Overview & Objectives 
   

9.3.12.ARAV.1:   Describe   the   history, terminology,   occupations   and   value   of   audio, 
video   and   film   technology.   

9.3.12.ARAV.2: Demonstrate   the   use   of   basic   tools   and equipment   used   in   audio,   video   and   film 
production.   

9.3.12.ARAV.3:   Demonstrate technical   support   skills   for   audio,   video   and/or film   productions.   

9.3.12.ARAV.4:   Design   an audio,   video   and/or   film   production. 

9.3.12.ARJB.2:   Demonstrate   writing processes   used   in   journalism   and broadcasting.   

9.3.12.ARJB.3:   Plan   and deliver   a   media   production   (e.g.,   broadcast, video,   Internet   and   mobile).  

 9.3.12.ARJB.4: Demonstrate   technical   support   related   to media   production   (e.g.,   broadcast,   video, 
Internet   and   mobile).   

   1.2.12.A.2:   Justify the   impact   of   innovations   in   the   arts   (e.g.,   the 
availability   of   music   online)   on   societal   norms and   habits   of   mind   in   various   historical   eras. 
1.4.12.B.3:   Determine   the   role   of   art   and 
artmaking   in   a   global   society   by   analyzing   the 
influence   of   technology   on   the   visual, 
performing,   and   multimedia   arts   for 
consumers,   creators,   and   performers   around 
the   world.   1.1.12.D.1:   Distinguish   innovative 
applications   of   the   elements   of   art   and 
principles   of   design   in   visual   artworks   from 
diverse   cultural   perspectives   and   identify 
specific   cross-cultural   themes.     9.3.12.AR 
JB.2:   Demonstrate   writing   processes   used   in 
journalism   and   broadcasting.   9.3.12.AR   JB.3: 
Plan   and   deliver   a   media   production   (e.g., 
broadcast,   video,   Internet   and   mobile). 
9.3.12.AR   JB.4:   Demonstrate   technical 
support   related   to   media   production   (e.g., 
broadcast,   video,   Internet   and   mobile). 
3.2.12.B.1   Analyzing   characteristics, 
structures,   tone,   and   features   of   language   of selected   genres   and   apply   this   knowledge   to 
own   writing 



Course Overview & Objectives 
1.2.12.A.1:   Determine how   dance,   music,   theatre,   and   visual   art 
have   influenced   world   cultures   throughout history.  

 1.2.12.A.2:   Justify   the   impact   of innovations   in   the   arts   (e.g.,   the   availability   of 
music   online)   on   societal   norms   and   habits   of mind   in   various   historical   eras.  

 1.4.12.B.3: Determine   the   role   of   art   and   artmaking   in   a global   society   by   analyzing   the   influence   of 
technology   on   the   visual,   performing,   and multimedia   arts   for   consumers,   creators,   and 
performers   around   the   world.   

1.1.12.D.1: Distinguish   innovative   applications   of   the elements   of   art   and   principles   of   design   in 
visual   artworks   from   diverse   cultural perspectives   and   identify   specific cross-cultural   themes. 

  `````````````````



Grading Policy
All projects and assignments will be based on a “total points” system.  A majority of the 
grades are earned through Projects/Classwork Assignments & Class Participation.

I’ll be utilizing rubrics for assessment purposes.  The rubrics evaluate a variety of elements 
for each video, including, but not limited to, scriptwriting, camera operation, and editing.  
They will be posted, along with a project outline, on Google Classroom.

Projects and assignments are expected to be completed by the posted due date.  Since we’re 
relying on technology a lot, sometimes due dates may need to be adjusted, due to technical 
difficulties.  Nonetheless, time-management is crucial for success!

Videos that don’t meet the requirements for the project, will require appropriate revisions 
and/or re-shoots.  There’s no reason take a substantial amount of time to develop and plan a 
video, then settle for an undesired result. 



What You Can Expect This Month (9/14-OCT.) 
9/14 - 10/2 Studio production & broadcasting terminology and an 

introduction to structuring & producing a morning 
announcements broadcast. Begin producing video 
segments for The Scoop.

In-Person/Remote 
Classes

Synchronous in-person & remote video conferencing 
sessions will take place from 9:26am - 11:19am on 
Mondays & Thursdays. 

Full remote classes on Wednesdays from 10:24am - 
11:19am

Communication Virtual office hours on Wednesdays from 12:25pm to 
2:09pm.



Attendance Policy 

Attendance is critical to success in the course.  

Please refer to the 2020-2021 Student Handbook for the official 
attendance policy.



Expectations for Online Participation & Behavior

All school rules are applied to this class.  

Food is not permitted in the TV Studio.


